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Civil Society: From the politics of the marginal to the 

marginalisation of politics 
 

 

Introduction: What does Civil Society mean today – politics freed from the formal 

political sphere of the state. 

 

Civil society rather than demarcating the private sphere from the political as in the 

past – today has a new meaning a conflation/ blurring of the two – for many people 

this is progressive – the personal should be political and the political should be 

personal – this is the politics of truth – rather than the bifurcation of power and 

competition and untruth. 

 

My paper is a brief overview of how the blurring of the personal and the political 

came to be accepted as progressive (I will conclude with my own dissenting view). 

 

 

1968: 

 

i) As this workshop is about ideas rather than history. It is not necessary to go into the 

history of 1968 – what is more important is its theorisation (as PW’s paper rightly 

highlights). We don’t need to argue whether the rejection of the Old Left (the CP) was 

because of their monopoly and dominant control over the organised labour movement 

or disillusion with the CP’s support for the war with Algeria – a new progressive 

humanism or universalism was unlikely to arise when universalism and humanism 

were used to justify war and oppression. Nevertheless the New Left’s emergence is 

dated as 1968 – whereas the Old Left (CP) adapted to the prejudices of the organised 

working class the New Left rejected them as a force for change. 
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In terms of the theorisation of the New Left – the best book is that co-written by a 

Belgium colleague of mine at the CSD – Chantal Mouffe (with Ernesto Laclau) 

Hegemony and Socialist Strategy. This book hardly talks of civil society but all the 

key concepts are contained in it (whether the authors recognise it or not – I think not). 

 

 

ii) The 2 key concepts concern the political subject and the space of politics – L & M 

argue that the Old Left need ‘to scale down their pretensions’ as 1) there is no 

ontologically privileged universal subject (the working class) and no ontologically 

privileged site of political struggle (the state) 

 

Political subject – L & M reject the ‘essentialism’ of the Old Left – there is no such 

thing as objective historical interests that flow from one’s place in production. 

Political subjects and their identities are not fixed but are variable. They are 

‘discursively constructed’. Politics isn’t just about the competition at the formal 

political level – most of politics has already happened – as identities have already 

been constituted. Politics also (mainly) takes place in civil society – where identities 

are constructed through different discursive structures and social practices. There is 

no pre-given political subject and definitely no universal one or privileged one.  

 

Political space – civil society becomes the key political space rather than the state-

shaped political sphere. Political struggles take place at a number of different levels in 

different discourses – the feminist struggle or the anti-racist struggle – exist within 

their own relatively autonomous discourses and practices – or spaces. There is no 

nodal point of power or privileged political space, but a plurality of struggles and 

spaces. 

 

The New Left which emerged out of the 1968 movements – celebrated the struggles 

of the ‘marginal’ those excluded from the labour movement and organised politics – 

anti-imperialist struggles of the Third World, the women’s movement, anti-racism and 

environmentalism. 
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Links to 1989: 

 

The New Left celebrated the struggle of the marginal and in doing so argued that 

politics should be decentred. Their central demand was that the struggles of the 

marginal should not be subordinated to the Old Left (the organised labour movement 

and the CP). The critique and distancing from organised labour was also a critique of 

democracy – L & M argue that democratic struggles are not necessarily popular 

struggles especially as they exist in marginal political spaces – the key demand is that 

of autonomy – that these struggles should not be subordinated to a collective struggle 

or collective expression – the demand for autonomy is also a demand for recognition.  

 

The key difference between the Old Left and the New Left is between the demands, 

the former for redistribution, the latter for recognition. 

 

The demand for recognition is behind the demand by L & M for a ‘radicalisation of 

democracy’ or for a ‘radical and plural democracy’. Ironically a political movement 

that rejects universalism and formal political equality dressed these demands in terms 

of an extension of democracy (this is the basis of the radical and democratic claims of 

civil society). These demands were articulated by alienated East European 

intellectuals in 1989 – who were equally anti-democratic: 

 

Civil Society: 

 

Radical pluralism and the radicalisation of democracy – essence that each subject/ 

identity is not legitimated by reference to others/ transcendental good/ social support – 

but ‘finds within itself the principle of its own validity’. 

 

The democratic content of this pluralism is in the equal value of the 

‘autoconstitutivity’ of each identity – this reflects the ‘autonomisation of the spheres 

of struggle’ and the ‘multiplication of political spheres’- this is necessary for equal 

participation by all. 
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We have a plurality of subjects and plurality of political spaces – their equality is 

based on the politics of recognition. Their equality comes from outside, by an external 

act of recognition. Just as the E. European elites appealed to the Stalinist bureaucracy 

and to the West for recognition rather than to the masses. 

 

The theoretically posed equivalence of the demands for autonomy and space – 

depends not just on equality – according to L & M – but on liberty. 

 

The autonomy of radical and plural democracy relies on the state constituting or 

reconstituting the political sphere on the basis of recognising and equalising claims of 

identity.  

 

Radical democracy in the words of L & M questions the distinction between the 

private and the public and the sphere of civil society and the sphere of politics. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

Civil Society or politics without the formal political sphere of the state – is the 

rejection of mass politics and its replacement by the politics of stakeholders or of 

focus groups 
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